RISK
This resource is based on The Norm Chronicles: Stories and Numbers about Danger by Michael
Blastland and David Spiegelhalter. In this resource we calculate the risk to your life when undertaking
Extreme Sports (Chapter 16).
Life is a risky business! Every day, we each carry out activities with varying levels of risk on our lives.
We often assess the risk of activities in our heads and decide whether we are going to carry them out
or not. But are these judgements realistic?
One way of assessing risk to your life is through the use of MicroMorts (MM), which is a one-in-amillion chance of dying. This is roughly a ‘one-in-a-million chance of something horribly and fatally
dramatic happening to Mr or Ms Average on an average day spent doing their average, everyday
stuff’.*

EXAMPLE: Over 20 years, from 1992 to 2011, the British Parachute Association recorded 46
fatalities in 4,668,375 sky-diving jumps. Calculate this risk per jump in MicroMorts.
Firstly we find the risk of death using the data we have been given:
46
= 0.00000985 …
4,668,375

Then we need to convert this to MicroMorts, by multiplying by a million:
46
× 1,000,000 = 9.85 … ≈ 10𝑀𝑀
4,668,375

So for every sky-dive there is a risk of 10 MicroMorts. You should note that these are average risks
faced. Of course in individual circumstances, people may be safer or more at risk.
TASK A
Imagining that you are an average person, put these activities in order of which you think would have
the most risk on your life, 1 being the most risky and 5 being the least risky.

Activity

Running a
Marathon

Parachuting

Scuba Diving

Climbing the
Himalayan
Mountains

BASE Jumping

Rank
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TASK B
Next we need to calculate the MicroMorts for each of these activities. Put your results in the table
below and re-rank the activities according to the risk.
1. From 1975 to 2004 there were a recorded 26 sudden death cardiac arrests from 3,292,268
marathon runners in the USA. Calculate this risk of a sudden death cardiac arrest from taking part
in a marathon in MicroMorts.
2. The US Parachute Association recorded that for the years 2000 to 2010 inclusive, 279 people
were killed in parachute accidents. During this time an average of 2.6 million jumps were made
per year. Calculate the risk per jump in MicroMorts.
HINT: The 279 deaths were over a period of 11 years!
3. In the 12 years, from 1998 to 2009, the British Sub-Aqua Club recorded 197 deaths. They
estimate that an average of 2 million dives take place per year. Calculate the risk per dive in
MicroMorts.
4. Between 1990 and 2006 of 20,000 people climbing above 8,000 metres in the Himalayas, an
estimated 238 people died. How many MicroMorts per climb over 8,000 metres is this?
5. It was recorded that over 11 years, 9 people died from BASE jumping the Kjerag Massif in
Norway (1,000 metre drop). There were an estimated 20,850 jumps in this time. How many
MicroMorts is this per jump?

Activity

Running a
Marathon (per
marathon)

Parachuting
(per jump)

Scuba Diving
(per dive)

Climbing the
Himalayan
Mountains
(per climb over
8,000m)

BASE Jumping

MicroMorts
Rank

Are you surprised by your results?

Why do you think the risk for running the marathon is similar to scuba-diving?
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EXTENSION
To find out more about MicroMorts visit the following links:
Understanding Certainty: MicroMorts: http://understandinguncertainty.org/MicroMorts
Chance of sudden death (MicroMorts) - Number Hub (Ep 11) - Head Squeeze:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htraBtY9Hew
Follow Norm through his life and understand the risks he takes: http://thenormchronicles.com/
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